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Uses
The Invisible Glass® Quick Change Reach & Clean™ Tool extends 
your reach for easy, streak-free cleaning of hard-to-reach glass. 
It is great for sloped windshields, rear windows, dashboards, and 
household glass and mirrors. A threaded hang loop on the handle 
unscrews so you can attach any standard-thread pole for extra-long 
reach on RVs, trucks, boats, and tall windows at home or office. 

Directions for Use
1. Attach the Flex-Tech™ Cleaning Head to the InstaSnap™ Pivot 

Arm by inserting the right-side pin into the right-side receiver 
(closed), and then snap the left-side pin into the left-side 
receiver (open).

2. Attach a Quick Change Microfiber to the Flex-Tech™ Cleaning 
Head by centering it curled side up and pressing it down onto 
the foam base. Then gently push the curled seams around the 
edge of the cleaning head.

3. Spray Invisible Glass® onto the attached microfiber. Spray just 
enough to saturate the outer layer of the microfiber.  NOTE: 
over-saturation can lead to streaking.  Leaving some dry areas 
between the wet application areas will allow the microfiber to dry 
and polish more effectively.

4. Clean the glass using a side-to-side, horizontal motion across 
the entire upper half of the windshield (one or two times). Use an 
up & down, vertical motion for the lower half.  

5. To maintain streak-free cleaning, frequently turn the microfiber 
over to expose a clean side.  While cleaning, keep the handle 
within a 30° angle to the glass for ease of movement.  Always 
dry the glass completely to eliminate potential streaks.

Pro Note: Wash the waffle weave microfibers WITHOUT fabric 
softener and allow to air dry completely before storage.

Packaging
Kit contains 1 Flex-Tech™ Cleaning Head, 2 large Quick 
Change Microfibers, InstaSnap™ Pivot Arm, Foam Grip 
Handle (with hang loop cap), & Storage Bag.
• Item # 95160

Available in (cases of four units each)
• Unit UPC # 793165951606
• Case UPC # 40793165951604

Technical Assistance
Call: 800-227-5538 or 1 (717) 786-7355 
Email: CustomerService@InvisibleGlass.com 
Visit: InvisibleGlass.com

NO RISK GUARANTEE.  Invisible Glass® guarantees 100% satisfaction or your money back.  Call 
1-800-992-5093, or mail in your sales receipt and we will replace the product or refund your money.

Quick Change Description
Maximizes reach for easy, streak-free cleaning  
Innovative tool gives you access to hard-to-reach glass for fast, 
easy cleaning and polishing.
Easily Cleans Hard-to-Reach Glass 
The Invisible Glass® Quick Change Reach & Clean™ Tool allows 
you to reach into tight spaces such as corners, angles, and deep 
narrow gaps to quickly and easily clean sloped windshields, rear 
windows, dashboards, and household glass and mirrors. It’s unique 
Flex-Tech™ cleaning head flexes to keep full contact on curves, 
preventing gaps and voids where glass is uncleaned.
Quickly Reverse or Replace Microfibers 
New Quick Change microfibers attach in just seconds to save 
you the time and frustration of stretching and fitting bonnets. The 
Invisible Glass® Quick Change Microfibers have a waffle weave 
texture that is more absorbent than standard microfibers. Use the 
included mesh bag for storage and washing of microfibers.
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